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Looking back: Gonzaga women’s basketball over winter break

TERRANCE YIM IG: @terranceyimphoto

See page 8 for a rundown of the women’s basketball team’s performance over winter break. Due to COVID-19 related protocols, three out of six games during break were postponed.

Adjunct faculty set to receive raise
By SYDNEY FLUKER

A

recent article from Faculty for a Living
Wage (FFLW) announced that adjunct
faculty at Gonzaga University are set
to earn more this term after receiving a pay
increase of slightly more than 21%.
Furthermore, the university has
pledged to provide annual raises of at least
2%. According to FFLW, for some of the
almost 300 part-time adjunct faculty at
GU, this will be their first raise since 2014.

“Starting with Gonzaga, we’re asking
Spokane colleges and universities to pay at
least the minimum legal salary and provide
health insurance, retirement and other
benefits for contingent faculty,” stated the
FFLW website in its “About” section.
FFLW is a network of faculty and
supporters organizing for better wages for
college and university employees in the
Spokane region. While this promise of
higher wages is good news for the network,
they stress what they see as inadequacy of

the plan in terms of benefits in their news
release from Saturday.
“While we welcome this raise, Faculty
for a Living Wage will continue to press
the administration for benefits and higher
pay,” FFLW’s recent news release read.
GU’s administration has not explicitly
disclosed specifics of the new wages.
However, FFLW has determined that
adjunct faculty will be paid $4,005 per
3-credit course without a doctorate or
other terminal degree, $4,545 with a

terminal degree and $4,845 per credit with
a terminal degree teaching doctoral–level
courses.
Previously, adjunct professors without
a terminal degree made $3,300 per 3-credit
course, the equivalent of $12.69 per hour
according to an FFLW news release from
Oct. 4.
“We have recommended setting a
minimum pay rate at 1/24th of the legal
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Japanese program gains new professor Proposal to update
gender-inclusive
housing in works

By SOPHIA MCKINSTRY

Gonzaga offers a variety of
language courses for students to take,
including Japanese, one of the select
Asian languages offered. However,
with the sudden departure of the
only Japanese professor at the end of
last year, the future of the program
hung in the balance.
That’s when Hiroshi Miyamoto
stepped in.
Originally from Kyoto, Japan,
Miyamoto has been living in the
U.S. for over 40 years. He’s lived
in multiple states throughout the
country and taught at many colleges
such as Seattle Central College.
He currently resides in Mill Creek,
Washington.

Aside from GU, Miyamoto works
at the University of Washington
(UW), Olympic College and Central
College. He has been teaching at UW
as a Japanese professor for the past
eight years.
He began working at GU at the
start of the fall semester after seeing
an application online for a position
as a Japanese professor.
Since he lives in Western
Washington, Miyamoto teaches his
classes remotely over Zoom. He said
that GU was incredibly flexible and
accommodating. Coming from a
bigger university like UW, Miyamoto
said he also likes GU’s small class
sizes, which allow him to engage with
his students.

“I enjoy teaching Gonzaga
students because they are highly
motivated, and they are hard
workers,” Miyamoto said. “With the
limited amount of experience I’ve
had with Gonzaga, that’s my true and
honest impression.”
GU offered two Japanese courses
in the fall - Japanese 101 and Japanese
201- both of which Miyamoto taught.
In the spring semester, Japanese 102
and Japanese 202 are going to be
offered for students who took those
classes.
Oftentimes upper-level language
classes are smaller in size. This past
semester, only around six students

By LILLIAN PIEL

Yet, this past December, Kent Porterfield, vice provost
of student affairs, announced that the division would be
adding a new dean focused on social justice and diversity,
equity and inclusion (DEI), to accompany the roles of the
other two deans.
“If our work is about the students and our impact is
measured by what students do, learn to do or are able to
do, then it seems to me that we need to make sure that
we are aligning our resources in ways that best support
students to do that,” Porterfield said. “Institutions are
changing as a result of the socio-political, environmental
and economic conditions in which we operate, and yet the

A proposal to improve policies relating to genderinclusive housing is in the works and awaiting approval.
According to Jon Wheeler, director of residence
life, the new proposal seeks to make information about
gender-inclusive housing options more accessible to
students, especially for students applying to Gonzaga.
The proposal also makes a clearer distinction between
gender-inclusive housing and housing meant for students
who are LGB+ since they have different needs, and better
defines what an ally is, he said.
Gender-inclusive housing refers to housing options
that are encompassing of students’ needs and affirming
and validating of them as well, in any gender that they
identify, said Matthew Barcus, program manager for
LGBTQ+ education and support.
“Gender-inclusive housing is providing options for
students to be residential, so live in the residence halls,
or university owned properties…and be housed in spaces
that are not focused on exclusively binary of only female
spaces or only male spaces, but providing opportunities
for people to live in gender-inclusive spaces, or live in
spaces with people regardless of gender, and have facilities
that meet that need,” Barcus said.
Currently, campus has a variety of spaces that are
conducive to gender-inclusive housing, Wheeler said.
Although suites and apartments are more suited to
gender-inclusive living spaces, almost all residence halls
on campus have all-gender restrooms as well, he said.
On the housing application, students have the option
to select gender-inclusive housing. From there, those in
charge of housing assignments reach out to the students
who marked the option on their application and connect
with them about their living arrangement needs, Wheeler
said.
The option to select a gender-inclusive living space has
been available since 2017, he said. Students who indicate
the need for gender-inclusive housing are also able to see
the spaces on campus that would best suit their needs, and
generally would have an earlier room selection to ensure
those students get a space that meets their needs.
“It’s not everywhere on campus, so again we want to
make sure folks are settled in a space that’s going to meet
their needs before the general population of students
selects,” Wheeler said.
Red Kwenda, a sophomore social justice peer educator,
said gender-inclusive housing is important because not
feeling safe or secure in your living space because of
where you have been assigned is difficult on top of being
a student and trying to get involved with other aspects of
campus life.
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Joan Iva Fawcett will take on a new role as Dean for Social Justice Leadership & Community Empowerment.

Student Affairs restructures
By NOAH APPRILL-SOKOL
Gonzaga University’s Division of Student Affairs is
turning over a new leaf to begin 2022, adopting a unique
organizational structure to improve its response to the
needs of students, and facilitate stronger collaboration
among different teams within the division.
The Division of Student Affairs’ main goal is to reflect
the experience of students outside the classroom. For the
past several decades, the division has operated under a
two-dean model.
Under the division’s previous model, having two deans
allowed for one to focus on health and wellness and the
other on student development, in addition to a team of
assistant deans, directors and the vice provost.
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